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1. Introduction

of production. Increased demand in this respect, espe-

The paper deals with cases of risk in construction

cially currently, implies the use of adequate methods

industry. We know, the realization of production pro-

for determining the reliability of processes which form

cesses, especially in the construction industry, very often

the production process. An unsatisfactory level of ap-

occurs under random (stochastic) conditions, which

plying reliability theory in the construction industry is

considerably lowers their efficiency and introduces an

due to several reasons:

element of risk in planning of their performance. Of

Firstly, to the unique character of construction

course, the nature of risk has also many aspects, which

production, the complexity of these processes, various

are well described by Paslawski [ 1] and Kaplinski [2].

connections between them and the environment.

This problem was also estimated by many authors, for

Secondly, to analytical difficulties and a small

example, by Zavadskas [3] and Bizon-G6recka [4].

degree to which reliability and efficiency are connected.

Aspects of the construction economics field are presented by Rutkauskas [5], Tamosiuniene [6], Ye and
Tiong [7]. New analytical approaches are described in
[8], [9]. Milosz designed an interesting method of digital simulation [ 10]. In order to analyze these aspects
further, a system mapping is usually carried out. For
this purpose, elements of the theory of reliability, among
others, are employed. The application of so-called in-

The increase of production systems reliability may
be obtained through two basic operations:
1. the application of adequate redundancy (ie,

adding reserve elements to the system),
2. the application of the so-called inertia (series
time-lag).
The paper analyses the influence of the effect of
inertia on the reliability of production systems.

ertia is very interesting from the theoretical and practical point of view. The paper analyses the influence
of the effect of inertia on the reliability of production
systems.

3. The nature of inertia

Systems inertia represents the phenomenon of continuing work for some time after the breakdown of one
of the fonner phases. In our considerations, inertia is

2. Problem position

treated as the time elapsed from the onset of breakdown till the system's inability to work. Physical rep-

The traditional use of the probability
[ P(T > t)

resentations of inertia in production systems include:

=e -A.t ].

storage yards, tank/containers, warehouses or even or-

of disruptions or the probability that the realization time

ganizational solutions such as complex work crews

t will be kept is insufficient to the needs of engineer-

which allow the system to continue work for some time;

ing practice. Also, the investigation of a production

the latter is dependent on their size (defined in pieces,

system's efficiency by means of the queue theory (ser-

cubic meters, square meters, etc).

vice systems) and simulation does not solve all the

Results obtained during theoretical studies and

problems faced by a manager. Such notions as, eg,

observation of production processes in [ 11-21] pem1it-

efficiency of action, costs, mechanization, technologi-

ted us to formulate the following thesis: the effect of

cal processes are closely connected with the reliability

inertia is an effective factor increasing the reliability of
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The examples of simulation investigations of sub-

production systems. The phenomenon of inertia is intu-

systems has been presented in [ 11-13, 14-17, 21].

itively identified by practitioners but has not been
described and examined.

5. Possibilities of increasing reliability of production
systems

4. Method of reliability analysis
An analysis of these reasons helps to precisely

The above-mentioned increase of production sys-

define another approach to the evaluation of produc-

tems reliability may be obtained through two basic

tion system reliability. The prerequisites are considered

operations: adding reserve elements to the system (ie,

m [16, 17, 19, 20].

adequate redundancy), the application of the so-called
inertia.

Decomposition and synthesis of the system are very
important elements of the method. The notion of sys-

The phenomenon of inertia often occurs in con-

tems reliability is expanded: apart from inefficiency re-

crete prefabrication and rarely gets recognition as an

sulting from the breakdown of machines and equipment,

excellent way of increasing reliability.

there is also inefficiency caused by improper functional

In order to compare both ways (redundancy and

structure, organizational factors, absenteeism, decreased

inertia) the work of a five-phase, series system, with

workforce efficiency, shortages in material supplies etc.

different distribution of work and breakdowns but with

Distribution of the ability time and distribution of

identical mean values, eg, a work time of 150 time

the total work time of the system, detennined on the

units, was analyzed. The results are presented in Fig !.

basis of the distributions of ability and disability times
Global time of system work

of constituent elements of the system (or phases) determined during simulation are measures of reliability.

T ho~sands (time units)

A programmed model of a production system

T=71461

/_

T = 6348.9

(working as a simulator) is an investigation instrument.
-

A model is a two-state one with a series structure. The
structure of the programme is oriented to events of

/

-

changes of both a phase state and a systems state. The

~

actual version is programmed in GPSS language (cf,

A

-

Milosz in [10]). The simulator has been verified using

/

three methods: statistical comparison of results with
I

theoretical data, comparison with another simulation

/

st

I
50

25

programme, and comparison of a simulator generated
distribution with theoretical and empirical ones.

/
I

75

of system trlia (time units)

~

133.3%

1

1

~00

I 66.6% I

Investigations were carried out in numerous prefabrication plants and the following phenomena have

D system with inertia
<> for basic system: 3595,9

been discovered:

~ one reseserve
D three reserves

• a variety of functional structures,

<> tour reserves

• the validity of the thesis about the series formu-

o double reserves ( 1 0)

t::. five reserves

lation of reliability structure with its variant solution of
individual phases as subsystems,

Fig 1. Comparison of the redundancy method and inertia method

• work time distributions and the non-functioning
of mechanical devices near the exponential distribution,

The horizontal lines indicate the value of the

• distributions of shortages of raw materials are

system's global work time with a different number of

symmetric (rectangular and normal).
Generally, a synthetic reliability model of a plant

redundancies (from I to 10). The oblique line indicates

is fairly complex and individual analysis, due to a great

the system with inertia. Notice that only a 16% inertia

number of elements (phases), is impossible.

(in relation to the mean work time of the phase) gives
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- an increase in the system's availability is of an

almost identical effects as the system with three redun-

exponential character when inertia increases.

dancies.

m ~~--------------------------~60

6. Simulated investigations of the inertia influence

c

on the system reliability

~

~ 750

:g600

~450
0

The results of this comparison encouraged further
research. Simulated investigations of the influence of

~300

inertia on the reliability of a system were aimed at

.D

E 150

:I

investigating the qualitative and quantitative influence

z

of phase inertia on the system's reliable characteristics.
The investigation results are as follows [21]:

o~~~~-T~~r-~,-~~~-L20
100
80
60
20
40
0

Inertia of the phase 2 (time units)

-

Investigation 1: for a 4-phase system, ability of each

Disability

-v- Breakdowns

phase N(5,1), disability of each phase W{l), inertia (2
time units) is placed (in succession) in phase 1, 2 or

Fig 3. Dependence of the average time of a system's
disability and the number of breakdowns on inertia in
phase No 2

3 (where: N - normal distribution, W - exponential).
Conclusion: when inertia approaches the last phase in
the system, its influence on the shape of the distribution of the system's ability increases (the distribution

Investigation 3: system settings as in the investigation 2.
Conclusion (cf, Fig 3): dependence of the average

changes from exponential - inertia equals zero - to

of a system's disability on inertia has a saddle-like

nearly normal).

character whereas dependence of the number of breakdowns (stoppages) in the system has the nature of an

Availability coefficient of the system A(%)

100.---------------------------,

S-curve. Comment: inertia levels all disruptions which
occurred at an earlier phase; later, there is saturation.

90

Investigation 4: for a 5-phase system, ability N(5,1),
disability W(l) with the same phases. Conclusions (cf,

80

Fig 4):
70

- the effectiveness of using inertia to improve the
availability (reliability) of a system depends on the place

- A max(%)
- Reserving

60

in the system's reliability structure in which it was taken
into account. The closer the inertia to the end, the

20

0

40

60

80

100

greater its influence on reliability. Possibly, in this way,

Inertia of the phase 2 (time units)

Fig 2. Dependence of the availability coefficient of the
system on the inertia value in phase No 2

one can explain the observed increased pace of work
during the last stages of construction work. At that time,
focus is put on the last contractor. This is a more or

Investigation 2: for a 3-phase system, ability of each

less analogous situation to investigation 4, but is con-

phase N{l50, 75), disability of phase N(50,25).

firmed by the probability analysis of the finishing date

Conclusions (cf. Fig 2):

of construction activities using the PERT method.

- an mcrease in inertia causes an increase in the
availability of the system which approaches a certain

7. Implementation

border value,

The results (mentioned above) of theoretical find-

- investigations with the use of reserve elements
revealed ineffective

use of more than one reserved

element,

ings with respect to the influence of inertia on the
system's reliability were applied to a unique situation,
in the "PREFABET" plant by Zakrat [21]. Production

- limited possibility of increasing the availability

of small size cellular concrete elements was consid-

coefficient when reserving is used,
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New theoretical discussions in this field of knowl-

A(%)

edge are presented in [22]. It is apparent that the inertia phenomenon rarely gets recognition as an excellent way for increasing reliability. A manager may also
take into account the economic aspect of maintaining
reliability at a specific level. He has to take into account technological requirements ( eg, the number of
redundant elements, the quantity of the required inertia), and, simultaneously, the effect in the form of the
system's global work time. Depending on the cost structure of technical solutions mentioned above, he may
select the most rational action. However, information
on the influence of these solutions on the reliability of
systems can only be gained through implementation of
the proposed method and use of the simulator.
0

2

3

The author's experience proves that, from the for-

4

mal point of view, simulation-heuristic procedures are

Inertia (time units)

most useful in the optimization mentioned above (ie,

..,... inertia in phase No. 1
-o in phase No. 2
-cr in phase No. 3
-a in phase No. 4
·> in phase No. 5

control of reliability).
The problem of control is placed in determining
number Xi (i =1,2,... ,n) of reserve elements in the i-th
phase or determining quantity Yi (i = 1,2,...,n) of inertia

Fig 4. Dependence of the availability coefficient of a 5phase system on changes of inertia location in the
system's structure

units in the i-th phase which are to maintain the desired level of reliability at minimal costs of redundancy
or inertia generation. The simulation-heuristic procedure
is described in [ 11, 19, 22].

ered. The implementation of inertia proved very effective:

8. Remarks

- instead of one reserve element, inertia in the
order of 25% of the average time of an element's breakdown was sufficient;
- the use of inertia helped to obtain higher availability coefficients than the use of reserve elements.
Following an analysis of inertia in the plant's departments, it turned out that there was an opportunity
for increasing inertia existing in production subsystems.
For example:
• An inertia increase of the finished products storesite in subsystem PS-5 by up to 180 m2 caused the
reliability of the subsystem to approach one.
• Moreover, taking into account the increase in
inertia in the transitory cement tank, when simulating a
production system, an availability coefficient of 0.999
was obtained, ie, following proposed modernization of
the production system an increase in reliability by 17%
was obtained.

The presented method of investigating and evaluating reliability and the simulator may be used not only
in the construction industry, but also for analysis of
other systems with recuperation. Both methods explain
the mechanism of fonnation and influence of disruptions during production. They may even be used to
analyze bad organizational structures. They will point
out, then, those places which hinder production.
These methods like queue theory and service systems are preferred in cases of analyzing uniform production means, whereas the method presented in this
paper (reliability) pertains to cases when the production system is simultaneously affected by a number of
various factors - such as, for example, an organizational structure varying efficiency, when various production means occur and also when there is a shortage
of them at different periods, when breakdowns occur,
and when there is a shortage of workforce, etc.
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0. Kapliitski
Santrauka
Straipsnyje nagrinejama inercijos itaka gamybos sistemq
patikimumui. Sistemas inercija apibfidina darbq t((stinumo
reiskini, kai ankstesniu etapu ivyko avarija. Autoriaus nuomone, inercija gali bfiti apibfidinama kaip laikotarpis nuo sistemas
avarijos momenta iki momenta, kai sistema pradeda veikti.
Sukurtas inercijos efekto ivertinimo metodas ir sudarytas
algoritmas tam, kad bfitq galima kontroliuoti gamybos sistemas
patikimum~. Patikimumo analizes metodas pateiktas tik
pranesimq aspektu. Taip pat pateiktos gamybos patikimumo
sistemq tobulinimo galimybes. Lyginami perteklinis ir inercijos
metodai. Sio palyginimo rezultatai ir inertiskumo poveikis
sistemas patikimumui ir sudaro sio straipsnio esm((. Pagrindines
isvados: kai inertiskumas arteja prie sistemas paskutines fazes,
jo poveikis sistemai dideja; inertiskumo didejimas sukelia
sistemas pokycius, kurie arteja prie tam tikros reiksmes;
sistemas trukdziq vidurkio itaka inertiskumui apibreziama balno
formos priklausomybe, tuo tarpu itaka nuo trukdzil[ kiekio
inertiskumui apibreziama S formos priklausomybe.
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